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 Nos. 58-60.) MAN. [1908.

 In connection with the account of the origin of the false cuff at the end of the

 sleeve, the a,uthor may be interested to learn that "permanently turned-up " trousers

 (of an exclusive design) may now be obtaiined in Cheapside.

 Mr. Webb attacks his subject from the evolutionary staindpoint, and, in fact,

 in his Conclusion he goes so far as to say that "the account we have given of

 " survivals in dress and their history shows that they in their development are

 " governed by the same laws as those which act on the bodies and organs of living
 " creatures." This would lead us vaguely to the conclusion that biology and tailoring

 are sister sciences. It is convenient to use the term evolution for the process of

 development of man's artefacts, but to overlook the fundamental dissimilarities between

 this and organic evolution is a confusion of thought that vitiates the a,nalogy. It is

 no doubt this literal application of " Descent with modification " to the sartorial king-

 dom that has led the author to the conclusion that the wearing of fingerless gloves by

 a baby is "on all fours with" the occurrence of spots in immature animals whose

 parents no longer present this feature. Whatever was the form of the first gloves

 made by man, those now worn by babies are not suggestive of ontogenetic recapitulation,

 though they may be persistent types.

 The statement that "there is little doubt but that they [the Eskimo] are the
 " descendants of the cave-men " is more than sanguine, but it scarcely carries conviction.

 It would be very pleasant to be able to believe that the cave-men really did follow the

 retreating glaciers northwards and so leave an open field for Neolithic man, but there

 is very much doubt.

 A feature of the book is the large number of illustrations, which in most

 instances serve their purpose. H. S. H.

 India. Rose.
 Compendium of the Punjab Customary Law. By H. A. Rose, Lahore, 1907. 1;l

 Pp. 105. 19 x 13 cm. Price 3 rupees. dli
 Law in India assumes a double form-the official Brahmanical codes, such as the

 Institutes of Manu, and secondly, a mass of caste or tribal usage, which is independent
 of, and often in conflict with, the priestly legislation. In the Punjab the stability of the
 tribal systemn has given greater permanence to this variety of usage than in other pro-
 vinces, and nowhere has it been collected with more skill and energy. Fifteen bulky
 volumes of reports by officers in charge of the periodical revision of the land revenue
 have already appeared. In his Compendium of the Punjab Customary Lawv, Mr. H. A.
 Rose, Superintendent of the Ethnographical Survey, has compiled a precis of this large

 mass of material, classified under the heads of Marriage, Inheritance, and Alienation.
 The chapter on Marriage contains abundant information characteristic of a very
 primitive social system, on endogamy, exogamy, polyaiidry, and similar subjects.
 That on Inheritance discusses the curious distinction between "inheritance by the

 turban," that is to say, equal distribution of property between all the sons of the
 deceased, and " inheritance by the woman's hair-knot," or division between the groups
 of sons by each wife in a polygamous family. The pamphlet contains much curious
 information collected by experts from the people themselves, and is a distinctly
 valuable contribution to the subjects with which it deals. W. CROOKE.

 Canada. Fraser.
 Canada as it is. By Jolhn Foster Fraser. London: Cassell. Pp. viii + 303.

 20 x 13 cm. Price 3s. 6d. UU
 The above work is the outcome of an extensive trip made by its author through

 the length and breadth of the Dominion in 1904. It is a book that ought to be in

 every library of both old and young, at home and in the Donminion.
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 1908.] MAN. [Nos. 60-61.

 Both countries have much to learn, the one from the other; we each think we

 can teach without being open to instruction. This was exemplified last summer on my

 meeting a Canadian-paying his first visit to England-who remarked to me, "I came

 " over to learn, but find you can teach me nothing." Canada as it is will undoubtedly

 teach every reader much that he ought to know; it is a book full of information and

 statistics, the latter dear to the heart of all Canadians. To the intending emigrant it

 ought to prove of the greatest value, and should keep him from making a bad start by

 going ouLt at the wrong season of the year, for Canada's winter, to those who follow an
 outdoor occupation, is a factor to be reckoned with, as it means a cessation of all

 outdoor work for at least four months.

 One chapter is devoted to the red man. Great tracts of country are reserved for
 him, where he farms, receiving grants of money, flour, and meat from the Government.

 But as times goes on these reserves will no doubt become self-supporting. With all

 this fatherly care the natives are slowly increasing in numnbers ; at the present time they

 number about 100,000, and it speaks well for the Canadian Government that theyi never
 have had a native war. In physique the red man, as long as he remains uninfused by

 "fire water," is the superior of the white, of fine stature, and capable of immense

 endurance; he will run sixty or seventy miles a day by the side of a dog train and keep

 this up day after day.

 The concluding chapter is devoted to sport. The Canadians are proud of the

 sport they caii offer the European visitor. Bigger and more interesting game can be
 found in other parts of the world; but nowhere can the man with a gun have so exhila-
 rating a time as in following the bear in the mountains of the west, stalking the moose

 in the undulating lands of the north, seeking the cariboo in the woodlands of Quebec,
 or shooting prairie chickens in the great flat lands which lie between Ontario and the
 Rocky Mountains. The book is well illustrated from photographs. J. E.-P.

 India. Gordon.
 Indian Folhtales. By E. M. Gordon. London: Elliot Stock, 1908. 1

 Pp. xii + 99. 19 x 12 cm. Price 3s. 6d. UI
 The title of this book is not altogether descriptive of its contents, as out of its

 ninety-nine pages only seventeeni are devoted to folktales. The remainder of the book
 is ethnographical, and it contains a good deal of valuable information regarding the
 customs of certain tribes of the Bilaspur district in the Central Provinces of India,
 especially the Chamars. There are chapters on worship, agriculture, remedies, births
 and marriages, death and burial, snakelore and relics, and one chapter only, as noted
 above, is devoted to folktales and proverbs.

 It is to be regretted that this section is not more extensive, for the stories are
 interesting and furnish some good variants of well-known themes. For instance,
 " Little Blackbird " is a story of the " cumulative" type, strongly resembling the
 English "Old Woman and her Pig." The tale of "Mahadeo and the Jackal" is a
 remarkable example of the stories most familiar to us in the adventures of Brer Rabbit
 as told by Uncle Remus. The part of Brer Fox is taken by the god Mahadeo, who
 plays an undignified part. There are very close parallels in this to the story of the
 tar-baby and to that in which Brer Rabbit detected that Brer Fox was not really dead
 by a simple stratagem. In the Indian story the pretended corpse does not " raise its
 " behime leg and holler wahoo," but testifies to the genuineness of its death in a
 maore primitive manner.

 In the ethnographical sections perhaps sufficient care has not been taken to discri-
 minate between local customs and those which are spread all over Northern India, btit
 the book is the result of real personal observation. M. LONGWORTII DAMES.
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